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Preface 

In the recent years the wind power generation in China has achieved fast growth and in 2003 

to 2005, the average growth rate reached above 50%, and the wind power generator 

manufacturing industry also has been taking off. The targets of 5 GW in 2010 and 30 GW in 

2020 are raised in China. To achieve these targets, the future-oriented, long-term and clear 

development roadmap needs to set and a series of work should be implemented in term of 

resource assessment, technological indigenous innovation, industry chain construction, 

standard validation and verification, talent cultivation.  

With the finance support from the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership 

(REEEP) and co-finance from the China Sustainable Energy Program sponsored by Energy 

Foundation, Center for Renewable Energy Development (CRED) of Energy Research 

Institute (ERI) of National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) of P. R. China 

conducted study on Roadmap of China’s Wind Power Development, together with the 

domestic related scientific research institutes and wind power companies. The purpose of this 

study is to provide the wind power targets on capacity, generation, industry and cost and so on 

and the strategic steps, and make clear the technological roadmap, resource assurance, grid 

development roadmap, wind power generator development roadmap and capacity building etc, 

and the corresponding funding demand and guarantee measures, based on the analysis on the 

China’s wind power resource, wind power technology and industrialization base, grid base, 

standard verification and future development demand and guided by the experience of 

international wind power development. The project generated one general report and five sub 

reports, providing a reference for the related government policy makers and industries. 
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1 Status and experiences of international wind power development 

1.1 Global Wind Power Industry 

In the recent 10 years, the global wind power industry has experienced fast growth, which can 

be shown in the following aspects: 

1.1.1 The total generation capacity of wind power grows very fast, and the 

wind power industry has expanded gradually 

According to the statistics of Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), in 2006 the global wind 

power generation capacity increased to 74223 MW upon the 59091 MW level in 2005, and 

the wind power market continuingly grows by 32% (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). This can show 

that the global wind power industry can adapt to the challenge of growth in commodity 

demand due to market expansion and can finally develop stably. 

From the perspective of economic contribution, wind power has been one of the most 

important parts in energy market. In 2006, the total value of increased wind power units 

reached 18 billion Euros.  

Now there are 13 countries with total generation capacity of wind beyond 1000 MW, and 

among which, the Top 5 ones are Germany (20621 MW), Spain (11615 MW), U.S (11603 

MW), India (6270 MW) and Denmark (3136 MW) (Fig.3). 

In term of increased capacity, U.S is top 1 with the figure of 2454 MW, and Germany (2233 

MW), India (1840 MW), Spain (1587 MW), China (133.4 MW) and France (810 MW) next. 

The rising countries like France, China has taken their place in the field of wind power 

industry. 

Europe is still the main market of global wind power market. By the end of 2006, the total 

capacity is 48545 MW, and 65% out of the global number (Fig.5). The growth rate is 19% and 

the generation is about 100 TWh, about 3.3% of the total electricity demand of Europe. 

The increased capacity of Asia was 3679 MW and the cumulative capacity reached 10600 

MW, which has the fastest growth in capacity except Europe. In 2006, the gross capacity 

growth rate is 53%, and that of increased capacity is 24%. Among countries, India is the one 

with fastest capacity growth. 

The installed capacity in U.S increased fast in continuous two years, and become the fastest 

growth countries. In 2006, the total value of wind capacity reached 4 billion US$. The fast 

growth of wind power in U.S made clear that wind power has been one of the mainstream 
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approaches of energy support system, which was the biggest energy supply approach next 

below natural gas in continuous two years.  

With the energy supply security and climate change entering the discussion agenda of 

governments of countries, the development and utilization of wind energy is increasingly 

emphasized, and will gradually be an effective way to alleviate the world energy crisis. 
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Fig.2 Global increased installed capacity, 1995-2006 
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Country Total 
capacity 

Share out 
of total 

(%) 
Germany 20622 27.8 

Spain 11615 15.6 
U.S 11603 15.6 

India 6270 8.4 
Denmark 3136 4.2 

China 2559 3.5 
Italy 2123 2.9 
UK 1963 2.6 

Portugal 1716 2.3 
France 1567 2.1 

Total of above 63174 85.2 
others 11004 14.8 
World 74178 100 

 

Fig.3 Top 10 countries in total installed capacity (Until Oct., 2006) 
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Fig. 4 Top 10 countries in increased capacity (until Oct., 2006) 
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Fig.5 Regional comparison of increased installed capacity 

 

1.1.2 Cost of wind power declines continually 

With the market development and technology improvement, the price of wind power 

obviously declined, ranking the fast price decline among renewable energies. In the area with 

rich wind resource, the cost of wind power has already been competitive with coal-fired 

generation. It can be shown at the site with 7 m/s average wind speed, and the capital 

investment can be reduced to 700 Euro/kW, the wind generation can compete with natural gas 

power generation. 

With the decline of manufacturing and other cost, the cost per kW is decreased drastically. 

Analyzed from European Wind Association, the cost of wind power declined by 50%, and the 

level now is about 5-6 US cent/kWh, and it is estimated by 2010 the cost can be reduced 

further by 30%. In the future 10-20 years, with the cost decline of wind turbine, the total cost 

of wind power will decline continually. According to the estimation of Denmark national 

laboratory, from 1981 to 1995, the cost of wind power has been reduced from 15.8 Euro 

cent/kWh to 5.7 Euro cent/kWh, and the reduction degree is 2/3. In 2002, the investment cost 

of per kW capacity is 823 Euro, and the generation cost is 4.04 Euro cent/kWh, illustrated in 

Fig.6. In sum, although the wind power industry is still young, it already has strong economic 

performance. 
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Fig.6   Cost reduction and forecast of wind power 

At present, The U.S government provides 2 US cent/kWh power tax subsidies (PTC, adjusted 

with the inflation) to all of the new wind farms in their first 10 years operation. With the 

support of PTC, the contract price of some of the new wind farms has been reduced below 3 

US cent/kWh. 

Table 1 Manufacturing cost change of wind turbine in U.S 

Year 1981 1985 1990 1996 1999  2000 

Wind rotor diameter 
(Meter) 

10 17 27 40 50 71 

Capacity (kW) 25 100 225 550 750 1650 

Manufacture price of 
generator set (1000$) 

65 165 300 580 730 1300 

Unit cost ($/kW) 2600 1650 1333 1050 950 790 
Source: American wind energy association (AWEA) 

In fact, the costs of wind power in different countries are various, and the main reason can be 

due to different wind resource and construction conditions, including incentive policy. And 

the general trend is cost declining gradually. Cost decline can attribute to many reasons, 

including: with the improvement of technology, the generator set is more and more cheap and 

high efficient; the capacity of unit set is more and more big, thus the infrastructure cost 

decreased; the loan issuer became confident to the wind technology and the financing cost 

decreased; With the experience accumulation, the development cost decreased; The reliability 

of wind turbine generator (WTG briefly below) set reducing the operation and maintain 

average cost; Except for these, the development of large scale wind reducing the total 

investment, thus reducing the cost per kWh and utilizing the cost benefit. 
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1.1.3 Internationalization, large scale and integration of global wind power 

industry 

After entering 21 century, the global wind power industry evolved from test to maturation 

period. The trend of Internationalization, large scale and integration is obvious, whatever the 

manufactures, developer or operators. Large scale WTG manufactures all began the step for 

global expansion, and the annexation and reorganization between the manufacturing 

companies became frequent and some huge international electrical equipment companies also 

entered the wind power industry and this lead to the concentration ratio(measured by the total 

market share sum of the top leading companies)  of wind power equipment manufacturing 

growth. In 2003, the Vestas of Denmark bought NEG Micon, and became the biggest 

company in all over the world; In 2002, GE of US entered the wind power industry through 

annexing Enron Wind; In 2004, Siemens annexed Bonus of Denmark and became the fifth 

biggest wind power manufacturer; In May, 2007, The Suzlon company of India (Fifth biggest) 

bought the RePower of Germany (Nighth biggest). From 1999 to 2004, the market share of 

Top 5 companies has increased from 68.3% to 81.9% (Table 2). From the statistics of IBM, in 

2004 the Top 4 and Top 10 companies has the 80% and 96% market share respectively, where 

Vestas (after buying NEG Micon) of Denmark’ share is 34% independently, and the share in 

2005 is 27.9 (Fig.7). The other shares are distributed at over 35 countries and regions. 

Table 2 Trend of concentration ratio of international wind power industry 

Year  1999   2000  2001  2002  2003  2004  2005 

Sum of market share 
of Top 5 companies 68.3%  69.5% 71.7% 73.5% 78.4% 81.9%  77.8％

Others 31.7%  30.5% 28.3% 26.5% 21.6% 18.1%  22.2％
Source: Vestas 

The gradual expansion and durative rise of industry concentration ratio reflect the scale 

economics and integration trend of wind power. With the scale expansion of the project, all of 

the related business is enlarged. Many developers insist that the manufacturer also should take 

part in the investment, manage and operation of the project, and provide longer time for 

equipment quality maintain guarantee. This compulsive requirement is a big challenge to the 

equipment manufacturer, and these capacities only are owned by large scale companies and 

company groups, and just because of this, they can defeat their opponents. On the other hand, 

developers of wind power will have their specific understanding and strength because they 

possibly experience various operating environments. The companies, Zond, Enron Wind, GE 

Wind etc, at the beginning was developers and operators, and they can integrate the wind 

power development and equipment manufacture together based on the experience obtained as 
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operators. 

 

Fig.7 concentration ratio of manufacture of global WTG in 2005  

 

1.2  Experience Summary of international wind power development 

1.2.1 Development target and roadmap clearly given by the governments  

In order to promote the development of wind power, many countries and regions set the long 

term target and the best example is EU. In March, 2007, according to the technology 

advancement and energy demand status, EU modified and adjusted the development plan 

based on the target of 1997 and revised target of 2001, and proposed the capacity target of 80 

GW in 2010, which is two folds of that set in 1997, and long term development plan, i.e. by 

2020, the capacity should reach 180 GW, and the electricity generation reach 360 TWh, which 

is 20% of the total capacity and 12% of the total generation of EU; by 2030, the capacity 

should reach 300 GW, and the generation reach 600 TWh, which is 35% of the total capacity 

and 20% of the total generation of EU. This target has been disaggregated into the member 

countries. Except for that, U.S issued the wind power roadmap early in 2002 and proposed the 

technology routine and countermeasures. Also India and Japan and so on issued the 

development targets to guide the sustainable development of wind technology, industry and 

market. 
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1.2.2 The attractive local wind power market is a prerequisite of strong 

development of domestic WTG manufacturing industry 

At the countries including Denmark, Germany, Spain, US and India, commonly the business 

of WTG manufacturers was taking off domestically. The stable domestic market provide 

necessary test platform for these providers, to improve the technology, strategy and design 

and experiments. And the stable domestic market sent a clear signal to the providers, that they 

can set the long term plan and in the future expand the investment. On the contrary, on the 

region with unstable market, the manufacturers are seldom willing to invest on R&D and 

production. Once the technology maturing, they will develop the international market and 

focus on the export and build the foreign divisions. 

The manufacturers on the leading position all come from the countries with fast wind power 

development, and most of the companies achieved much success in domestic market. The 

Denmark WTG occupied 99% of the domestic market from 2003 and the international share 

is 29; the manufacturers in Germany, Spain, and US also occupied over half of the domestic 

markets. The market scale played a deterministic function in supporting the domestic 

manufacturing development.  

1.2.3 Government is the main driving force of wind power development 

Indirect policy can create large and stable market, which is the key factor to promote the wind 

power development and WTG manufacturers. Activity implementation of the support policy 

for wind power can help form the stable domestic market with large scale. Fixed electricity 

price is one stable and benefit-brought policy and Denmark, Spain and Germany are good 

examples. Except that, the compulsive market share is implemented in some countries and 

regions, such as the PRS in several states of US, MRET in Australia, RO in UK and Special 

countermeasure law in Japan, all of which promoted the development of wind power in some 

extents.  

In Canada, UK, India, Japan, China and Brazil etc., the concession bidding projects lead by 

the government has been or being implemented. And in Canada, China and Brazil, the 

domestic capacities achieved obvious increase in the past two years.  

There are several tax incentive policies to promote the wind power development. The tax 

subsides adopted by US is one of the most successful favorable policies, which is the main 

policy mechanism of wind development management in U.S. China adopted the VAT 

deduction policy. Denmark, Germany, US, Australia, India, China and Brazil had ever 

supported the construction of wind farms by governmental loans and grants. 
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Table 3 Indirect policies and corresponding country catalogues adopting them 

Fixed electricity price Germany, Spain, Denmark, Some states in US 

compulsive market share Some states in US, UK, Australia, Japan 

Resource concession/bidding UK, India, Japan, China, Brazil 

Tax incentive US, China 

Load and grants Denmark, Germany, US, Australia, India, China, Brazil 
 

For the countries with high entry qualification requirement and difficult to compete with the 

international leading companies, the direct polices is crucial to the WTG domestically-made. 

The experience of some countries showed that it is very effective. And in the rising wind 

power market like Spain, Canada and Brazil, the domestically-made requirement and 

incentive policies has been adopting. The favorable polices in Spain help the domestic 

companies like Gamesa accumulate experience and grow up to develop the foreign market 

and at the same time attract the foreign manufactures to enter the market of Spain, but these 

foreign providers not only sell the imported WTG, but make WTG locally, so creating 

employment opportunity and supporting the economic development.  

The countries like Australia, India supported the import of WTG components, not one whole 

set to support the manufacturing of WTG. In order to attract the manufacturers to build 

factories in Canada and provide more employment positions, the government of Canada 

adopted the tax reduction on the worker’s salary. At Spain, only the WTG satisfies the 

domestically-made requirement, it can get the tax subsides. The governments of Denmark and 

Germany supported the export of domestic WTG by export credits and development acid 

loans, and expand the global market, especially in the developing countries. The countries like 

Denmark, Germany, India, and US adopted quality certification and standard polices. At the 

early stage of wind power development, it is very useful for Denmark, where the WTG 

produced by Danish companies is the only type to satisfy the standards in practice.  

Table 4 Direct policies and corresponding country catalogues adopting them 

Domestically-made rate requirement and incentive Spain, Canada, China, Brazil 

Tariff deduction Australia, India, China 

Tax incentive Canada, Spain 

Export credit support Denmark, Germany 

Certification policy Denmark, Germany, US, India 

R&D funding All countries 
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2 Status and conditions of China’s wind power development 

2.1 Wind power resource in China 

2.1.1 Gross wind power resource  

China has a vast territory and long coastline, and the wind energy resource is rich and the 

exploitation potential is huge. Wind power can be the important part of China’s future energy 

structure.  

In the 1990s of last century and 2004 to 2005, the government of China had ever organized 

the second and third national wind energy resource survey, and the conclusion is there will be 

253 GW and 300 GW energy potential at the height of 10 meter above the land surface. If 

applied this, the wind energy resource at the height of 50 and 70 meter will be 600 and 700 

GW respectively. Besides that, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources 

Research affiliated to Chinese Academy of Sciences and other institutes had ever calculated 

the wind energy resource at maritime and 50 meter height above the land by numerical 

simulation using the satellite remote sensing technology and the figure is about 1000 GW. So 

roughly estimated, the land wind energy resource is at least at the range of 500-1000 GW. 

About the maritime wind energy resource, the conclusion of existing studies is dispersed, 

about 600-2000 GW. Totally, China has the resource condition to develop wind power with 

large scale. 

2.1.2 Characteristics of wind energy distribution 

Although the conclusion on the wind energy resource is various in different studies, the 

distribution of the wind resource is roughly consistent, i.e. the regions with rich energy and 

the distribution characteristics are almost same. The wind resource is with the regional and 

seasonal characteristics as follows: The wind force of the north region is bigger than that in 

the south region; better in plain areas than hill and mountainous areas; better in winter and 

spring than the summer and autumn due to the effect of Siberian high atmospheric pressure. 

So the wind energy resource distribution with the season is complementary to the water 

resource. The development of wind power can supplement the deficiency of water resource at 

winter and spring. 

2.1.3 Other factors affecting the wind energy exploitation and utilization  

For the assessment of wind energy resource, except the resource potential factor, the special 

climate and other basic conditions should be considered also in China, such as typhoon, low 

temperature, thunder hit and dust storms. The constraint of grid is also one important factor to 
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affect wind power development. The wind energy resource geographic distribution in China is 

unbalance with the electricity load, and at the coast region, the load is big but the land with 

rich resource is limited; the north region is with rich resource but low load, which brings 

difficulty to the scale development of wind power. 

2.1.4 Priority areas for utilization of China’s wind resources 

At present, China has 91 grid-connected wind farms and the earliest farm already have a 

history of 16 years, and some experiences are accumulated on the development and 

management of wind farms. In the recent years, the government organized to implement the 

concession agreement bidding demonstration projects, and absorbed much investment from 

different stakeholders into the wind power industry, and the wind farms under construction or 

in proposal increased in term of number and scale. Concession projects reduced the wind 

electricity price by competition, and promoted the process of wind power generator 

domestically-making, and laid a foundation for larger wind farm development. The three 

phrase of concession projects had a capacity over 1 GW, about 1/2 of the total projects under 

construction or in proposal. The projects had many beneficial conditions under the conditions 

that the developers is experienced and with strong power, and the government gave strong 

support on resource investigation, on-grid electricity price and delivering to grid, and the local 

government also cooperated with the developers. More importantly, at the “three-northern 

regions” regions with rich resource but poor grid, the concession projects laid a good 

foundation for wind power electricity transmission, and brought along a series of projects 

nearby. The resource in the coastal region of east and southeast part of China is also rich but 

lack of conventional energy, such as coal. In term of wind and hydro power, they are 

complementary in a large extent. But the population here is dense, and the coast regions have 

been developed as aquafarms or protection forests, and the selection of wind farm site is a 

little difficult. The coast on the south of Yangtze River is possibly threatened by typhoon, 

where the wind farm should adopt the anti-typhoon technologies. 

Compared with the inland area, the wind energy resource at the offshore and deep sea is richer. 

But until now, China has no one maritime wind farm. At the foreign countries, especially 

Europe, in order to avoid the negative effects of inland wind farm such as land occupancy, 

sight destruction, the wind farms transferring from the land to sea is a trend. China has its 

own characteristics, and in the three-northern regions, the land is not deficiency, but the 

transmission distance is too long and if the target of 30 GW capacities is expected in the far 

future, the development of maritime wind farm and delivering to the east region is also a 

necessary approach. The coastline of China is over 18 thousand km, and with more than 5 

thousand islands. Although the continental shelf situation in China will not definitely same 
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with Europe, and in some regions the threat of typhoon is higher than that in North Europe, 

generally the resource base of maritime wind farms is very good, and the water region with 

2-15 depth in the east coastal region is wide with the potential to build over 50 GW farms, see 

Table 4 for details. Because the farms is very near the east load center, the maritime wind 

generation will be the emphasis of wind farm construction in the whole country after 2010 

and wind power will be possible to play a very important role in solving the energy and 

electricity deficiency in the east region. 

So beside strengthening the test and assessment of maritime wind resource, developing 

specific test equipment and installing the platform for building maritime wind farms, it also 

need to further study the site selection, basic design, construction and installation of wind 

generators, and from the experimental offshore wind farm, step by step expand to the deep sea 

field. 

Table 5 Offshore wind energy reserve potential by province 

Province 
Average wind 

speed(m/s) 

Wind resource at 10 km 
distance to the coast 

(108kW) 

If 2.5% of reserve being 
exploited (104kW) 

Guangdong 7.34 4.19  1000  

Fujian 8.86 3.51  850  

Zhejiang 7.72 2.78  700  

Hainan 6.93 2.69  650  

Shandong 6.11 2.19  550 

Jiangsu 6.61 1.46  300 

Liaoning 6.24 1.23  300 

Guangxi 6.42 0.67  150 

Hebei 5.87 0.51  100 

Shanghai 7.59 0.44  100 

Tianjin 5.78 0.10  20 

Total   19.77  5000 

 

2.2 Technology and industry Status of China wind power 

2.2.1 Wind power market 

In the recent years, with the foundation of market economy and wind power market, the wind 

power industry in China has gradually achieved “market-based operation, and 
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industrialization operation”, and now step into fast development period. 

In 2006, the increased capacity in China is 1337 MW and the cumulative capacity has reached 

2599 MW. Comparing with 2005, the growth rate of increased capacity is 166% and that 

figure for the cumulative capacity is 105%. Considering the first to four phase wind power 

projects under concession agreement bidding and the approval projects of wind power below 

50 MW by regional governments, the installed capacity will have a bigger growth in these 

two years. 

2.2.2 Wind power technology 

In the recent years, the national government actively supports the introduction of WTG 

manufacturing technology and scale development and helps the dominating companies. By 

“Riding the Wind Programme”, national key scientific and technological program, “863” 

program, “National Debt of Wind Electricity”, and concession agreement projects, China has 

supported some companies to introduce and assimilate the mature technology and based on 

that, invent domestic capacity, and grasped the assembling technology and design & 

manufacture of key component technology for fix pitch WTG, and initially grasped the system 

design technology of fix pitch WTG, and utilized scale production. Except for that, the 

government has supported the research on the MW level WTG in the 863 program and now 

several types of sample WTG has been finished and put into test run. 
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 Fig.8 Cumulative capacity of wind power generation in China 

By the end of 2006, there are over 30 WTG manufactures in China, with a large amount 
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and various experience and base, and the adopted product development modes are also varied, 

mainly including three types as follows: 

(1) Joint venture with the famous foreign companies or purchase of the production license. 

They directly introduced the mainstreaming technology and at the early stage import the main 

component directly and then assimilate to achieve component domestically-made gradually. 

This approach has the problems as follows:  

 The technology introduction fee is very large and generally only the blueprint for 

MW level WTG will cost more than 1.5 million $. 

 The introduced WTGs are the mainstreaming ones in the last two years and the 

market life is already very short and the buyers not only can’t obtain the advanced 

technology and built their technology capacity, but are difficult to achieve the mass 

production: 

 The foreign companies can often transfer the technology to many companies, 

which will bring the waste of money and the homogenous competitions among the 

domestic companies:  

 The introduced model is not commonly suitable for China and the second 

development is necessary and need pass the test and authorization domestically. 

Because the domestic companies are anxious to introduce the technology and 

grasp market share, now there are already some companies buying the licenses 

from identical foreign company, which led the rising of price and waste of money.  

(2) WTG Co-design with foreign design institutes and try to study and master the advanced 

system design and manufacturing technology and build the technology development team and 

innovation capacity.  

(3) Cooperate with the domestic university and develop the WTG model independently. 

Both some state-owned enterprises and private companies adopted this approach. 

BY 2006, several manufactures have made the demos of MW WTG and began in 

operation. It is expected that the group production can be reached in 2007 and enter 

the domestic market in large scale.  

2.2.3 Wind turbine manufacturing 

Since 2005, the renewable law and planning promoting the development of wind come out in 

succession, and the wind market both domestically and abroad showed prosper trend, and 

many local government also actively help the construction of wind farm and development of 
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WTG companies. Under the promotion of these positive factors, many companies entered the 

WTG manufacturing industry, and intend to grasp the wind power market with their strong 

economic and technology strength, and most of them aimed at the manufacture of whole 

generators. According to the uncompleted statistics, the number of these companies making 

sure to enter this market is at least 30. And there are other companies which prepared to enter 

and work for that, including technology R&D, market investigation and cooperative 

negotiation. Most of these companies have the long-term industry base and experience, and 

from the beginning, they aimed at the mainstreaming MW level advanced set. In order to 

catch the advanced competitors and scramble for market share, these new comers is very fat 

in decision and actions. Among them, some adopted the “assembling mode”, and bought the 

licensing from the foreign companies and introduced the assembling and manufacturing 

technology of variable pitch & speed and constant frequency WTG with more than 1 MW per 

set, and tried to achieve the scale production. At present, some companies has produced the 

sample WTG and put into demonstration operation. With the entering of large scale powerful 

companies to the development of WTG, the overall technology and industry base of China’s 

WTG manufacturing has been strengthened, and the development has been accelerated. 

Generally, with the gradual development of China’s wind industry, the market share of 

domestically-made WTG growth continuously, but the share of foreign companies is still high 

with 65.9% market. By the end of 2006, the domestically-made WTG has been installed with 

800.5MW, 30.8% out of the total cumulative capacity, which increased by 8.1% than that by 

the end of 2005; the increased capacity at the present year is 500.9 MW, 41.2% of the total 

and which increased by 11.8% than that by the end of 2005. In 2006, the market share of 

foreign WTG manufacturing companies is decreased, whatever the cumulative or increased 

capacity (Table 6). 

Table 6 Market share of increased and cumulative installed capacity in 2006 

Increased Cumulative 

Manufacture 
Capacity 

(kW) 
Share Manufacture

Capacity
(kW) 

Share 

Domestic 
Total 550900 41.2% Domestic 

Total 800560 30.8% 

Joint Venture 
Total 49500 3.7% Joint Venture 

Total 85180 3.3% 

Foreign total 736750 55.1% Foreign total 1713070 65.9% 

Total 1337150 100% Total 2598810 100% 
* Calculated according to the historic records, not the current condition after annexation or 

reorganization. 
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2.3 Problems of China’s wind power development 

2.3.1 Wind power pricing mechanism need to be improved  

At present, the electricity price mechanism and applicable scope is still unclear, and there is 

weakness in stability and expectation for wind power market, and the market structure is not 

perfect. The government has issued related law to clear that the on-grid wind electricity 

adopting the government-guiding price, i.e. setting the price by bidding. But in practice, the 

specific biding request and assessment standard and applicable objective scope and the 

bidding planning is not clear enough. And the problems such as low bidding price, high 

transaction cost and unclear on the future market scale and development progress exists and 

this lead to the wind industry has poor profit and less confident to the prospect of wind power, 

which will harm the long term development of WTG manufacturing industry. Besides that, 

wind farm development focus on the tens of MW large scale farm and this is not positive for 

the existence and development of new wind power companies. Strict and perfect inspection 

and certification system for the new WTG and capacity building is lagged, and the monitoring 

mechanism of 70% of the domestically-made rate requirement is not perfect. 

2.3.2 Lack of strategic study and long term planning mechanism 

Although the support from the departments of government are very strong and the companies 

are very active, but the whole wind technology and industry is lack of systematic and strategic 

development path study, and the detailed medium to long term development target, path, 

mechanism and resource input are unclear. At present, the domestic companies competed to 

enter the wind power industry under the incentive of national macro policy, and the system 

manufactures propose the production of component, and the component manufactures 

propose the system production, even there are some WTG manufactures want to invest on 

wind power project directly. This kind of out of order investment would possible harm the 

development of wind industry. 

2.3.3 The scale-produced and mature domestic products difficult to satisfy the 

requirement of wind industry competition 

At present, domestically-made with test in market and large-scale production is mainly 600 

MW and 750 MW fixed pitch WTG. The technology is comparably backward, and the 

average electricity generation is 20% less than the imported WTG, which leads to the 

generation cost is very high and it is difficult to satisfy the competition of wind power 

equipment market; On the other hand, a large number of new MW level products is to be 

improved and pass the inspection, certification and market test in order to form large scale 

supply ability, which is difficult to operate commercially in a large scale. 
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2.3.4 Applied research and WTG development oriented to local specific 

environment is still weak and backward 

Currently, applied research and WTG development oriented to China specific environment is 

still weak and backward. It is urgent to consider the special environmental conditions of 

China’s wind system, such as the low temperature and sand storm in the north region, and 

typhoon, wet and salt fog corrosion in the south region. 

2.3.5 Weakness in technological innovation and lack of core technology with 

indigenous intellectual property  

The technological study and development team is very weak and dispersive. The industry is 

lack of exchange and cooperation; and the indigenous passion and ability is still deficient. 

China has not built the professional wind technology research and development institutes and 

comparing with thermal, hydro and nuclear power generation, the wind power industry lack 

the talent cultivation system for design, manufacturing, installation, adjustment and operating 

and management, and the technology development and management talents are very deficient, 

especially people systematically mastering the wind power theory and experience the 

engineering design. As the main contributor of innovation, the wind power companies has not 

formed the innovation system of the integration of production, teaching and research, 

especially the input for basic and integrated study of WTG is deficient. The advanced talents 

in the overall design of the whole equipment and key components are very deficient, which is 

a bottleneck of long term development. 

2.3.6 Precipitance of some companies 

The quality requirement of WTG is very strict. The life of one set of WTG is 20 years and 

after operation, it will be a huge loss if the component need to change because of quality 

problems. At present, some companies are lack of knowledge and preparation for the high 

technology attribute of the wind power industry, overlooking the scientific research but 

emphasizing the mature set production. The passion on R&D and capacity structure is 

unbalanced. 

2.3.7 Domestic enterprises repeating same technologies is popular  

The leading foreign companies set barriers to technology transfer and the domestic companies 

are poor in the assimilation of the introduced technology and indigenous innovation. And the 

simple manufacturing technology introduction, even repeating introduction is existing. 

Currently, the leading foreign companies occupied most of the wind power market in China 

with their strength on technology and brand market effect, plus the technology monopoly and 
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competitive strength on technology standard and intellectual property. Many domestic 

companies highly rely on the technology track and introduction and only can introduce and 

mater the whole WTG manufacturing technology, and are difficult to achieve the innovation 

after assimilation; some industries is precipitant to earn profit and adopt the “assembling 

mode” to produce WTG, only a installation process in China; It is more worse that many 

domestic companies introduced the same WTG type from one foreign company and raise the 

cost but no core technology obtained.  

2.3.8 Unbalance in investment and product structure, and deficiency in the 

component combination capacity 

Currently, many companies entered this field and focused on the overall equipment 

production, which bring the inharmonic condition between the up and down flow of industry 

chain. As mentioned above, before 2007, more than 20 new type WTG will be put into test 

operation and in 2010 the planned production capacity will reach 4000 MW/a, but the main 

components (blades, gear case and generator) is only less than 2000 MW/a in planning. The 

unbalance in production and integration of whole equipment and components is obvious. 

2.4  Potential risk of China’s wind power development  

Because of the policy environment, technology research and industrial competition problems 

mentioned above, the wind power manufacturing in China is with several types of risk which 

potentially affect the achievement of 2010 and 2020 capacity installation target and long term 

stable development of wind power industry, including:  

(1) Because of the instable expectation of the wind market, ambiguous domestically-made 

rate requirements, failure in research and operation of new products, shortage supply of 

qualified components, the investment and production capacity of wind power manufacturing 

fluctuate with a large degree, the WTG type is not qualified and affect the stable development 

of wind power.  

(2) Because of deficiency on basic and integrated study, a large portion of companies failed 

to grasp the whole equipment and key component manufacturing technology and drop into the 

trap of technology introduction and relying, and far from forming the independent research 

and development capacity and technology with intellectual property, only can be a 

manufacturer of international mature WTG sets. 

(3) Because of quick process of international wind power technology and products, the 

upgrade and scale production of China’s companies is slow, and the market life of 

domestically R&D products is too short and this will bring huge economic and time loss.  
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(4) A large scale new type WTG and components are produced and installed without strict 

and full test and the wind far suffer from high equipment failure rate, high maintain & repair 

cost and huge wind resource loss. 

3 Roadmap of China’s wind power development 

3.1 Strategic target 

3.1.1 Overall target 

Considering the current development level, industrial base and wind power characteristics, the 

wind power can play an obvious role on energy supply, greenhouse gas mitigation only after 

2020, when the cost of wind power is nearly to the conventional energies. Even if the wind 

power capacity in 2020 can reach the 30 GW target, the generation of wind power is only 

1.1% of the total generation at that time, and 3% out of the total capacity. So before 2020, the 

wind development in China will be at the period of “ Ready for starting” , and the main 

objective is to cultivate the domestic manufactures with indigenous intellectual property, and 

decrease the equipment cost, which is 70% of wind power project investment, and lay a solid 

foundation for the large scale development and export of wind power industry. After 2020, the 

wind power industry should upgrade and be the important electricity supplier of China’s 

electricity structure. Moreover, wind power can has the industrial demonstration projects on 

hydrogen production and desalination of sea water. By about 2030, wind power becomes one 

of the China’s main electricity suppliers. And the application of wind resource at other aspects 

will be the important factor to promote the national economic development.  

The overall target of wind power development can be summarized as follows:  

 Before 2020, the main target is to build the industrial system with decision-making 

power of intellectual property and realize the planned 30 GW target, and try to 

reach 50 GW. At that time, the cost of wind power will be nearly to other 

conventional energy generation technology and wind power begin to earn certain 

obvious share in electricity structure.  

 From 2020 to 2030, the core target is building the industrial system with 

international competitive capacity, and the mature industrial chain is set basically. 

The wind power begin to enter the international market; by 2030, the capacity reach 

100 GW, and the cost lower than that of thermal power plants, and its economy has 

shown at power market. Annually 20% of the new capacity is from wind, and share 

of electricity from wind reach 3.3%, and 6% in the capacity structure. The effect of 
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wind is gradually strengthened on national economy and social development. 

 By about 2050, wind power can provide about 10% of the total electricity, and the 

capacity is about 400-450 MW, 1/5 in the capacity structure. Wind becomes one of 

the main forces and applies very broad at industry and other fields.  

3.1.2 Wind power capacity target 

Analyzed from the situation of 2006 with increased 1.33 GW, and 105% growth rate, the 

target 5 GW in 2010 can be reached at the end of 2008, i.e. two years before the estimation, 

by 2010, the capacity can be 8-10 GW. 

The target of 30 GW by 2020 is also realistic and even conservative. Considering the average 

28.3% growth rate of global wind power in the last 10 years, if after 2010, the China’s wind 

power industry increase smoothly, and keep the growth rate at more than 20% (GWEC 

estimate an average 14% globally), i.e. more than. 4 GW installed annually, then before 2020, 

50 GW capacity can also be reached. 

From 2020, if the annual growth rate could reach 13% or so (GWEC estimate an average 7% 

globally), 7 GW installed annually, then by 2030, the cumulative capacity can reached 100 

GW; if annual installed capacity beyond 10 GW, about 30% of annual total power capacity, i.e. 

achieving the share of wind power at EU in the last 5 years, in 2030 the cumulative capacity 

can reach 150 GW. 

Table 7 Forecast of China’s wind power 

Target 1 Target 2 

Capacity Increased 
annually 

Growth 
rate Capacity Increased 

annually
Growth 

rate 

Global average 
growth rate by 

GWEC (medium 
target)* Year 

104kW 104kW % 104kW 104kW % % 

2005 126  72% 126  72% 40% 

2006 260 133 105% 260 133 105% 39% 

2010 500 74.8 31.7% 1000 174.8 51.3% 18.0% 

2020 3000 250 19.6% 5000 400 17.5% 14.0% 

2030 10000 700 12.8% 15000 1000 11.6% 7.0% 

2040 25000 1500 9.6% 30000 1500 7.2% 2.0% 

2050 40000 1500 4.8% 45000 1500 4.1% 0.5% 
* After 2006, the forecast from the projection of  GWEC titling “Global Wind Energy 

Outlook 2006” 
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After 2030, if the annual growth rate could reach 4%-5% or so (GWEC estimate an average 

2% globally), 15 GW installed annually, then in 2050, the cumulative capacity can reached 

400-450 GW.  

Before 2020, the location of wind farm is mainly on the land. According to the current wind 

resource condition, the wind power at Inner Mongolia, Hebei and Jilin need development 

energetically, each of which can build several large scale wind farms; Xinjiang, Gansu, 

Ningxia should also fast the development at the place with grid infrastructure; Wind resource 

at the east coast area is good and the Jiangsu, Guangdong and Fujian with large electricity 

load is also development focus. In addition, by 2020 it also need 3-4 100 MW level 

demonstration sea wind farms built. After 2020, the development focus will switch to sea, 

also after 2030. 

3.1.3 Wind power generation target 

Estimated by 2010, the full load operating hours of wind farm in China will be 2050 

hours( load factor 23.4%), the installed WTG will generate 10.2 TWh or so; by 2020, the full 

load operating hours will be 2100 hours( load factor 24.0%), the installed WTG will generate 

more than 63 TWh; by 2030, the full load operating hours of wind farm in China will be 2200 

hours( load factor 25.1%), the electricity generation will be 220 TWh; by 2050, the operating 

hours will be 2300 hours( load factor 26.3%), the electricity generation will be 920 TWh or 

so. 

3.1.4 Wind power industry target 

It is estimated that before 2020 the cumulative investment of China’s wind power industry is 

240 billion Yuan, by 2030 reaches 800 billion Yuan. The detailed target of wind power 

industry is:  

 By 2020, Cultivating 4-5 leading companies with indigenous intellectual property, 

and erect the brand of domestic WTG, at the same time cultivating 10-15 

component providing companies to ensure the supply of components to the whole 

set company. At that time, the annual production capacity can reach 2 GW, 

basically satisfying more than 70% domestic demand; The cost of the equipments 

achieves obvious decline, the investment level of per kW is 8000 Yuan, and the 

market scale is 240 billion Yuan, providing about 500 thousand job positions. 

 From 2020, the domestically-made brand WTG gradually enter the international 

market; by 2030, with the lead of domestic market and leading companies, the 

domestic market is more and more mature, 10-15 large scale WTG manufacturing 

companies with indigenous intellectual property can survive from the market 
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competition and the annual production capacity is beyond 50 GW, which can 

satisfy more than 80% of domestic demand, also play a role in the international 

market; in addition, the investment per kW decline to 7800 Yuan/kW, the market 

scale is high as about 800 billion Yuan and provides about 1.3 million job position. 

Table 8 Industrialization target of wind power 

Capacity Investment 
level Market scale Employment Total 

employment 
Year 

MW 104 
Yuan/kW 104 Yuan person/MW 104 person 

2005 1260 1 126 20 2.52 

2010 5000 0.9 450 18 9 

2020 30000 0.8 2400 16 48 

2030 100000 0.78 7800 13 130 

2050 400000 0.76 30400 10 400 
 

3.1.5 Wind power cost target 

With the decline of per unit of equipment investment, the mature of wind far address selection 

and the efficiency improvement of WTG, the cost of wind generation will decline further. 

Currently the price is 0.4-0.5 Yuan/kWh at the area with better wind resource and at the poor 

condition, it is 0.6-0.8 Yuan/kWh; it is estimated that by 2020 the price should be lower than 

0.38 Yuan/kWh at the better wind resource area, which can compete with thermal power 

plants. After 2030, the wind power at sea will approach the conventional thermal power 

plants. 

Table 9 Cost target of wind power generation 

Resource level 2005 2020 2030 2050 

meter/s Yuan/kWh Yuan/kWh Yuan/kWh Yuan/kWh 

>5 0.4～0.5 0.3～0.38 0.29～0.36 0.28～0.35 

3～5 0.6～0.8 0.4～0.6 0.41～0.58 0.42～0.55 

* No consideration on the environment external costs 
* Refer to the projection of GWEC 

3.1.6 Strategic sequence 

Leaning from the international experience and above analysis, the wind power development 
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in China should take the strategy of implementing in a progressive sequence.  

(1) Before 2010, Guided by government support, emphasizing the three big bottleneck 

problems, including resource, grid and indigenous innovation wind power technology, 

implementing stable development strategy, and laying a solid foundation for the future large 

scale development. 

(2) Before 2020, building the completed wind power industry system, making effort to 

achieve and exceed the scheduled development target;  

(3) In 2020-2030, mature wind industry has been basically set. Upon the expansion of 

domestic market share, actively entering the international market and the role of wind power 

at domestic economy and social development becomes more and more important;  

(4) After 2030, Wind power has achieved great market competitive strength, entering the 

mature development trajectory.  

3.2  Roadmap 

3.2.1 Detailed survey and assessment of wind energy resource  

In the 11th Five-year plan, the central finance should directly support the national wind 

energy resource assessment, beginning from the region with rich resource and gird conditions 

and 100 GW project resource amount should be finished in 5 years. The emphasis regions 

includes: Inner Mongolia, Zhangbei and the north of Hebei, Heilongjiang, Jilin, Gansu, 

Ningxia Hexi corridor, Shandong Peninsula, the costal regions at Jiangsu, Shanghai, Zhejiang, 

Fujian and Guangdong. 

Together with the national wind resource assessment, set the wind resource management 

method, and integrate the plan of GW wind power development base and control the resource 

exploitation and approve mechanism. After the completion of 100 GW resource assessments, 

draw the 1km*1km resource distribution in various development regions, and set the 100 GW 

project distribution plan.  

The emphasis in the 11th Five-year plan is to support the indigenous innovation in the WTG 

manufacturing. And the government should control the 70%-80% wind power resource of the 

new wind farm, and make effort to issue the wind energy tax and management measures at 

the end of the 11th Five-year plan. 

3.2.2 Grid priority 

The wind energy resource in China is basically distributed at the lonely area far from the load 

center. To develop wind power, the grid must be prior. At the 11th Five-year plan period, set 
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the grid construction plan, implement the strategy of gird priority based on the GW wind 

power bases. Choose 4 base including Inner Mongolia, Zhangbei and North Hebei of North 

China, Gansu, Ningxia of Northwest region, Jilin and Heilongjiang of Northeast region and 

Jiangsu to construct the 500 KV arterial grid; Select Northeast Grid, Inner Mongolia and 

Jingjintang Grid as demo, and achieve the automatic dispatch between grids. Before 2020, try 

effort to solve the grid expansion problem which is the barrier constraining the development 

of wind power. 

Coordinated with the strategy of grid priority, study the effects and reliability of wind power 

on grid, and consider the construction of standby or peak regulation. 

3.2.3 Construction of industrial chain 

The design and manufacturing of WTG is very complex, and the production of WTGs is 

related with the discipline of mechanical construction, electric machinery, electric control and 

aerodynamics, material, hydraulic power brake, complex system integration and son on. To 

ensure that the produced unit can survive from the serious hostile weather and very complex 

wind power alternating load, and operate normally at the not-stable status, the technological 

difficulty is huge and not only solid theoretical skill but rich practical experience is need. 

Because of the implementation of renewable energy law and the attraction of concession 

biding projects, the companies entering the WTG manufacturing market is with large number 

but until now no company or design institute has the capacity of whole set design with 

indigenous innovation and intellectual property. This must be a constraint factor of China’s 

wind power independent development. The countries successful in wind power development 

such as Germany, Denmark, Spain, US and India all have the domestic WTG manufacturing 

companies as the backup forces. 

Currently, the whole set companies in China is more than 30, and most of them adopted the 

license way and some of them have some basis for whole set design; the WTG component 

company is over 20. We think that China’s independent wind power industrial chain can be 

formed wholly with the strong support of the national polices and led by the market leader in 

whole set manufacturing. 

So at the period of 11th Five-year plan, all of the companies mentioned above can be the 

candidates for national support. The government can subsidy the component providers and 

integration companies by direct fiscal or support with the standard of export tax refund, and 

promote the WTG manufacturing domestically making. 

At the period of 11th Five-year plan, by competition, choose 3 to 4 whole set domestic 

manufacturers, and give the finance support and achieve the manufacturing capacity (800 to 
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2000 kW units) can reach 1.2 GW in 2010, 2.4 GW in 2015. 

Also the finance will support 10-15 component companies to ensure the supply of 

components for the manufactures of WTG whole set. 

3.2.4 Standard, test and certification 

Standard, test and certification system is the life-blood of WTG indigenous innovation and 

industrialization development. On one hand, assure the quality and reliability of domestic 

products; On the other hand, se the domestic WTG standards to satisfy the China’s wind 

condition and wretched climate condition, set a higher entry threshold to constraint the import 

and promote the domestic WTG industrialization development, and so ensure the domestic 

WTG can step into the market steadily. So at the period of 11th Five-year plan, with the 

support of the government, the tasks below should be finished with priority. 

(a)Improving the standard and regulation 

Now, China has the 57 related standards and the standard number to refer to the international 

experience is 9, and the standards need to improve and set is 11. Standard is the basis for test 

and certification. So by July, 2007, the improvement and set of these 11 standards should be 

finished. At the same time, operation regulations of WTG test and certification and guidelines 

for certification, should be started to implement by 2007. At the end of 2008, China should 

built the complete WTG test and certification system. 

(b)Building the experimental wind farm 

Experimental wind farm is the experiment base for domestically making, and it is the 

prerequisite for the WTG to operation in the experimental wind farm to get the certification. 

In order to coordinate with the step of wind power industrialization, the national experimental 

wind farm should be built by July, 2007.  

The building of experimental wind farm should consider the wind resource condition and 

climate. Suggest to build two experimental wind farm, one is inland, oriented to the cold 

climate condition; and the other one is located at the coastal regions, oriented to the typhoon 

and salt fog conditions. 

The building of experimental wind farm can adopt the mode of government support, 

operating using shareholding system, operating with the income from electricity generation. 

For the inland experimental wind farm, Zhangbei and Inner Mongolia can be candidates and 

the total scale is 100 MW, among which half is utilized by joint-holding, the other half will be 

the experimental base for new type WTG, and the government exerts the favorable fixed 

electricity price and provides fiscal support, using for the purchase of test equipments and 
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on-grid infrastructure construction; At the coastal regions at Shandong, Jiangsu or Fujian, the 

second experimental wind farm can be built with 60 MW, and the half to half structure can be 

the same as the first one above. 

The experimental wind farm can also be used for the study of wind power on-grid effect and 

reliability experiment and other wind power on-grid experimental studies beside the test of 

new type of WTG. 

(c)Building the public experimental platform 

For the important components, mainly blade and transmission system of WTG, the public 

experimental platform should be built by the government. After assembling of WTG, the 

system should be operated for 20 to 25 years at 60 meter high-altitude with a unstable status, 

especially the blade and transmission system, which should bear the cold, hot, typhoon and 

the various load impact. So the main components of new type of WTG must be test carefully 

at land surface. But the investment of public experimental platform is huge and the utilization 

rate is low, and it will be a resource loss if built by the company independently.  

So build the public experimental platform for blade experiment and test the new blade with 

the support of the government; build the public power test system, giving the load experiment 

for generator, gear box and the whole transmission system. The foundation of the public 

experimental platform will support effectively the component industrialization development, 

together with the leading companies in whole set manufacturing; it will play an important role 

in the process of China’s independent innovation on the wind power industrialization.  

3.2.5 Capacity building 

Talent cultivation and institutional capacity building are the basis for industrialization 

development. According to the international successful practice, the construction on talent 

cultivation and institutional capacity building mainly includes the cultivation and 

development of research institutes, and construction of industrial association and society. 

R&D development is the important support for renewable energy large scale development and 

utilization, and building the national-level technology research and development center is the 

organization basis for successfully implementing national renewable energy technology R&D 

strategy. Many countries have built national level renewable energy technology research and 

development institutes, such as national renewable energy lab in US, technology R&D center 

in UK, Germany, Denmark and Netherlands. These institutes are responsible for editing the 

renewable technology development strategic roadmap, organizing the key technology R&D, 

and organization and implementation of key projects. In China, now the R&D team is very 

weak and dispersed, not fit the current and future request of renewable energy large scale 
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development. Taking wind power as a example, the people working on wind power electricity 

policy study, project plan and technology R&D is only several tens, and distributed at over 10 

different institutes, which is difficult to support the 30 GW target in 2020 

So, in order to build the independent innovation in the wind power technology, the 

government should support the contents below in term of capacity building:  

(a)Founding national renewable energy development promotion center 

National renewable energy development promotion center will play a role to connect the 

technology R&D and market application. Its central task is: as the technology supporting unit, 

coordinate the technology from multiple sources, raise the national renewable energy 

development strategy, plan and support the policy design; raise the development field priority 

and technology R&D; raise the national funding support scheme; coordinate the related 

government’s branch; organize, administrate, evaluate and verify the renewable energy 

projects the government supports. 

(b)Building national center of the wind energy resource assessment 

The wind energy resource assessment is the starting point of the whole wind power chain, and 

the foundation for setting wind power development plan, grid plan, on-grid price and 

managing the wind energy resource exploitation. At present, we lack of this kind of 

professional team and institutes. In China, although the resource is rich, but once the specific 

projects are raised, the resource will be lack. The key question is for the wind resource, a 

integrated investigation, analysis and assessment is lack. Now the Five Big electricity 

generation groups, regional companies and private companies are active to enter the wind 

power market and occupy as more as resource under various name. But because of lack of the 

consistent wind energy resource development plan, the grid construction plan to connect the 

wind farm can’t be arranged and the companies can’t afford the burden of grid construction. 

Even if the resource is available, it can’t be fully developed and utilized. This not only wastes 

the national resource but possibly bring failure to China’s wind power industry. So the 

government must plan and administrate wholly and supporting the foundation of national 

center of the wind energy resource assessment is a prerequisite. Its main work is: detailed 

assessment for the national wind energy, drawing the map containing the grid, address, and 

environment information, and building the corresponding national wind energy resource 

database, laying a solid foundation for large scale wind power development.  

 (c)Building the research and development center of public technologies 

The core of the WTG manufacturing is the whole design of WTG. Currently, the MW level 

WTG core technology is out of our grasp, and 80% WTG is provided by import or 
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exclusively foreign-owned enterprises; Most of the WTG companies produces their product 

with the way of license, which leads to the price rising of license and some foreign companies 

sold one technology to several domestic companies. Actually, from the international 

development experience, it is not realistic to try to get the technology using the market and 

the final result is possibly to end the domestic wind power market. The foreign big countries 

with advanced WTG manufacturing all built the national level R&D institutes, such as 

Germany DWEZ, USNWTC, Denmark RISO and India C-WET etc, which mainly work on 

the basic study and develop the new type of WTG together with the companies. These 

countries put many fund to the WTG R&D and cultivate the WTG manufacturers with strong 

international competitive capacity, such as Germany Enercon and RE Power, US GE, 

Denmark Vestas and India Suzlon, Top 6 in today’s WTG manufacturing world. 

So, in order to develop the China’s wind power technology and industry, research and 

development center of public technologies should be built as earlier as possible. It can 

integrate the current technology resource, and give basic and public R&D, such as the effect 

and reliability study of wind power on-grid, WTG designing etc. Using this platform, the 

repeated R&D and design work can be avoided and save the resource, improve the efficiency 

and let the government can serve the wind power company better. Except that, it can help 

improve the study of wind farm construction, operation and management, improve the 

projection skill of wind farm output, such as forecasting the output of wind farm 24 hours in 

advance, which can make the gird dispatch the electricity resource more properly and 

effectively. 

(d)Talent cultivation 

At the period of the 11th Five-year plan, select the university with huge potential and set the 

wind power major and related curriculum and cultivate the master and PhD students and 

support the R&D in university. Actually, the talent cultivation is much important. It can adopt 

the mode of jointly introduction of talent and study abroad. On one hand, cooperate with the 

domestic universities and on the other hand, activity cooperation and exchange with the 

foreign university/college and R&D institutes. 

(e)Enterprise capacity building 

The development of wind power is indispensable to the companies. With the coordination of 

national renewable energy development promotion center, the domestic companies will be 

encouraged to build R&D center at the foreign countries, and cooperate with the international 

design companies, introducing the international experts and help our companies to step into 

the leading team in wind power development. 
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3.3  Countermeasures 

Developing wind power is a systematic projects, related with wind resource, manufacturing of 

WTG, operation of wind farm and grid construction etc. In order to achieve the national 

development plan, the stability of wind power investment market should be emphasized in the 

near term and abundant investment information should be delivered to the investors. Building 

the stable wind power investment market, the main work is fundamental including wind 

resource investigation and assessment, grid plan and construction, establishment of the 

standards, inspection and certification systems. At the same time, the government should fully 

exert its guideline, support and coordination, and link all the process together and form the 

positive interaction, and finally achieve the normative, stable and fast development. 

3.3.1 Implementing and improving the price burden share mechanism 

The government of China has established the price sharing for electricity generation from 

renewable energy including wind power, i.e. by collecting surcharge of electricity 

consumption, collected by grid companies, settled between provincial grid companies, 

achieving the national share. About price sharing of wind generation, there are still some 

problems need to implement including:  

 Firstly, the expenditure on construction of new wind farm and national-level GW 

wind power base related main grid should be included into the price sharing 

mechanism;  

 Secondly, the practical management measures should be implemented as soon as 

possible. The basic condition of expense sharing mechanism is already full and the 

main work left is detailed operation or concrete measures should be clarified and 

detailed. The operating measures need make clear the supporting direction and 

wind power development strategy, and stimulate the initiative of the enterprises, 

promote more companies enter the wind power market. 

3.3.2 Setting the stable market by price setting 

Wind power is at the stage of starting period of industrialization, and a stable wind power 

market is necessary to attract capital. Active wind power electricity price is the key 

component of forming large scale and stable domestic market. The lessons of experience and 

failure shows that wind electricity should be at the level at which the investor can get normal 

even greater payback whatever bidding price, fixed price or quota certification trade are 

adopted. Only this, the wind power market can be expanded continuously and attract more 

capital and human resource.   
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So the price setting of wind power generation, on one hand, must confirm the achievement of 

wind power development target, i.e. by 2010 1-1.5 GW, in 2011-2015 2 GW, and in 

2016-2020 3GW wind power capacity should be built annually. After 2020, the wind power 

industry has been mature, which can develop based on the economic strength itself and not 

rely on the support of government price setting; On the other hand, The price setting should 

consider the time requirement of domestic wind power industry, before 2010 or 2015, it is the 

important period of WTG manufacturing domestically and the price standard should support 

the foundation of wind power equipment industry together with other related policies. 

3.3.3 Improving the related fiscal and tax favorable polices 

Enhance the fiscal input and tax favorable degree. Further implement the fiscal and tax 

policies to promote the wind power utilization. The fiscal policies includes setting specific 

funding used for R&D, diffusion and application, providing cheap loan to developer or 

manufactures, and subsides to local wind farm from local government; The tax policy 

includes VTA (Value Added Tax) and incoming tax deduction, promoting the international 

cooperation and technology transfer by tax deduction, and supporting the R&D by tax 

deduction. In addition, innovate at the environment tax and resource tax, providing a fair 

environment for the clean energy such as wind power. 

3.3.4 Providing stable financing guarantee 

The years before 2010 are the key period to achieve the industrialization of wind power. The 

basic research and the cultivation of wind power industry need the financial input of the 

government, about 1.6 billion, used mainly to support the work below:  

 500 million Yuan for 100 MW wind resource investigation and assessment; 

 Before 2010, the grid plan will be supported to help wind power into the normal 

trajectory, need about 20 million Yuan. And the construction expenditure on main 

grid can be share in the renewable electricity price; 

 350 million Yuan to support 3-4 domestic companies to give R&D on the MW level 

TWG with indigenous intellectual property; 300 million to support 10-15 

components production companies; Support the industrial development, need 

about 650 million Yuan; 

 10 million Yuan to set the standard and related regulation law; 100 million Yuan for 

experimental wind farm construction; 90 million Yuan to built the public 

experiment platform. In sum, 200 million is necessary.  

 220 million Yuan used for capacity building, including national renewable 
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development promotion center, calculated as 50 employees, operating fee is 300 

thousand per year per person, 75 million Yuan is needed for 5 years; 50 million 

need to build wind resource assessment center; 50 million Yuan for the R&D 

center of national wind technology; talents cultivation and corporation building 

need 45 million Yuan.  

3.3.5 Establishing coordinate administrative mechanism 

The development of one new energy industry needs the comprehensive coordination among 

all of the departments.  In the past, for the development of the conventional energy, special 

administrative department will be founded and it had the management staff belonging to this 

vertical system and specific fund, using to coordinate and guarantee the normal running all of 

the activities including the plan, policy study, resource exploitation, technology R&D, 

demonstration project, key project construction and supervisor. The current wind power’s 

scale is very small and the facing coordination difficulty is not big. And under the background 

of current governmental institutional reform, the foundation of specific department for wind 

power is unrealistic. But wind power development relates with many stakeholders and the 

industry chain is also a little long. The responsibility of the highly related departments, 

including grid, generation, meteorological, R&D, criterion and standards, equipment 

manufacturing and industrialization has been clarified at the law of national renewable energy, 

but the problems repeated support and lack of systematic arrangements is still existing in the 

case of each department having the independent plan, funding, cooperative organization and 

key supporting projects. For example, MOST of China arranged the wind power technology 

study at the 863 and 973 high technology program, and increase the funding year after year, 

and NSFC of China also arrange funding for the wind power study. Although many studies 

are issued jointly, problems still exists. So how to coordinate the departments’ interest, and 

integrate related resource to promote the wind power is unclear under the framework of law 

regulation. Except for that, some departments, such as land, sea & ocean are also the 

stakeholders of large scale development of wind power. These uncertainties will possibly 

bring negative effects to the development of wind power. 

As the important clean energy oriented to the future, at this starting period, the inter-sector 

coordinating mechanism must be established and create well institutional development 

environment for the wind power development, to response to the need of large scale 

development of wind power. By building the directing or coordinating committee comprised 

with each part, the information exchange channel will be built to strengthen the inter-sectoral 

exchange, coordination and cooperation. By building perfect administration and coordination 

mechanism and authoritative, uniform management system responsible for the national wind 
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development, all of the national resource aspects can be integrated, including the 

governmental department such as “national renewable energy R&D center”, “center for wind 

resource assessment”, “public technology R&D center”, and collectively organize the finance 

and technology resource, pursue the important technology R&D, responsible for the 

organization and implementation of important project. Only this, the repeated input of 

companies could be avoided and the technology capacity could be strengthened.  

Annex: Output of Study reports of the project 

The outputs of this REEEP project include 6 reports totally. Apart from this Roadmap for 

China’s Wind Power Development, the others are as follows,  

 Report of International Experiences of Wind Power Development 

 Report of China’s Wind Energy Resource and Power Grid Condition 

 Report of China’s Wind Power Industry Development 

 Report of Standard, Test and Certification System for China’s Wind Power 

 Report of Design and Implementation of China’s Wind Power Roadmap 
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